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When a ll -meson passes through matte1 it is captured 

into atomic orbit and cascades down to the first Bohr orbit 

where it either decays or is captured by 1he nucleus. The 

fundamental process in muon capture is the weak interacti-

on 
ll +p->n+V. (1) 

According to the Universal Fermi Irteraction (UFI) 

theory the matrix element for the process (:) is 

- ~ - . y 2M =Iii (1-y liy,y u l ( g (";; iYdO: uP l- -(u q y u +g (-;; u~~q Y u ll+ 
V ~ " 6 ll A n "~ mp. n ,\ ~ p T n "t' p 5 p 

(2) 

2 2 
The quanti ties g are form factors which derend on q =<pA-nAl, 

and they are nearly constant if q2 does no1 vary too much. 

They are real if T-invariance holds. 

1. 

g (0) = g f3 
A A 

From the UF I theory it follows that g (Ol ~ g f3 and v v 

. The values of the beta decay ccnstants are gi-

ven in Table 1. 

2. From the Conserved Vector Current (:VC) hypothesis 

it follows that 



f3 
g (0).(1' -1' )g 

d p n V 

.. 0 
s 

(3) 

and that the functional dependence of gv and gM on q
2 is the 

same as that fo:· the electromagnetic current. 

3. In the one-pion pole diagram dominance, Partially 

Conserved Axial-Vector Current (PCAC) hypothesis leads to 

the relations 

. (4) 

g (q2)=g (0), 
A A 

4. There are general arguments for causing both the 

induced scalar and the induced tensor interaction to va

nish. They fol:ow from the hypothesis that the nucleon 

currents are G -invariant. 
To obtain the effective Hamiltonian from expression 

(2) it is necessary to reduce the four-component spinors 

to the two-component ones. 

The effective Hamiltonian embraces all the weak in

teraction hypot1eses considered above. Thus, the fundamen

tal question co1cerning the validity of such basic postu

lates as the UFJ, eve and PCAC and the assumption that the 

currents are ;-invariant is reduced to the more concre

te question of the numerical values of the constants. 

The simplE:st process would be the muon capture by 

proton. 
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Muon Capture in Hydrog~n 

The hydrogen mesic atom (~pl can be formed in either 
$ing1et or trinlet state. All originallr formed trinlet 
atoms are verv quickly converted by collision into the sin

~let atoms. When muon canture takes nlacE in gaseous hyd
rogen, reaction (1) proceeds from the (~p mesoatomic sin

glet svstem. The experimental capture rat=/1/ for gaseous 
target is 

A = (640 + 70 
0 -

-1 sec 

In liquid hydrogen most of the singlet atoms form the ortho 
(p~p) molecules, from which muon capture takes place, The 

capture rate from ortho < p ~ p l molecules is 

A I .. 2y (.l.A + _lA, ). 
mo 4 o 4 

(5) 

Here A o and A
1 

are the capture rates for the singlet 
and triplet states of < ~ p l atoms, respe ::ti vely; a Y is 
the ratio of the muon density at the position of either 

proton in the (p~pl molecule to that in the<~~ atom. For 

calculating y a detailed knowledge of 1 he wave function 
of the (p~pl system is required. Recent accurate calcula

tion by Kabir/2/ gives the value 

2 y "" 1.01 ± O,Ql • (6) 

The experimental capture rate for the :iquid target is 

A mot .. (460 + 42 ) 

The Ta.tio 
A, 

A mol /A 0 • 2 Y (0,75 + - ) 
3A 0 

- 1 sec 

{7) 

is about 0.75 because of a large hyperfir.e effect. There
fore comparing results of these two exp~riments one can 
make the conclusion only about the valu~ of Y 
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The precis<· calculation of the muon capture rate in 

hydrogen was performed by Ohtsubo and Fujii/3/. Basing on 

their results we compare the theoretical predictions with 

the measured val~e. The relations between the capture rate 

and g p/g A for the various values of gA/g v are shown in 

Fig.l. Table 2 s~ows the magnitude of gP/gA which fits the 

measured value in the both experiments mentioned. The 

range of the allJwed values of gP/gA is fairly large. This 

is due to both 1he large experimental error and the fact 

that the captun rate does not depend on gP/ g A very sen-

sitively. 
The informa:ion, obtained from experiments on hyJrogen 

does not solve completely the problem of the determinati

on of the fundanental constants. Therefore one is forced 

to study this p·ocess in nuclei too. This raises an im

portant problem in muon capture theory, as to whether it 

is possible to use current concepts of nuclear properties 

in the interpret1tion of the relevant experiments. 

Mu(ln Capture by Complex Nuclei 

There are some reasons for which nucleons in nuclear 

matter interact with lepton field in a manner which dif

fers from that for free nucleons. 1) The constants of the 

effective Hamiltonian are in reality form factors depen

dent on the momEntum transfer, which in the case of muon 

capture by a nucleus differ from those of hydrogen.t)The 

weak interactior between nucleons within the nucleus can 

be described by special diagrams which do not exist for 

the single-nuclEon problem. They occur when exchange me

son currents whjthin the nucleus are taken into account. 

3 ) It is quite possible that the pion propagator is al-
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tered in nuclear matter leading the induced pseudoscalar 

value other than that in hydrogen. 
The first difference can be very easily taken into 

account. But the properties of exchange ctrrents in nuclei 
are not sufficiently known. Contrary to the form factor 
effects, where the form of the effective Hamiltonian re
mains unchanged, corrections for exchange currents result 
in changes in the structure of the HamiltoHian, giving rise 
to correlation two-particle terms. 

When muon is captured by a nucleus nany transitions 
are possible. For the description of the most of them it 
is necessary to known in details both n~clear structure 
and reaction mechanism, which is mostly urknown. This fact 
restricts very strongly the choice of useful reaction chan~ 
nels. The transitions to the definite bou1d state, namely 

transition in selected nuclei such as 8 
He, 

12 c and 16 o, sa
tisfy first of all this requirement. 

There are two methods for the partial transition des
cription. The first one uses the model wave functions and 

impulse approximation for nuclear matrix element calcula
tion. But the use of model wave function:; is usually the 
principal source of trouble in the interpretation of muon 

of parameters fitted to explain a particular set of expe
rimental data. Therefore there arises the questi0n whether 
it is necessary to have nuclear models a; intermediaries 
linking different experimental results. Can this not be 
achieved on a completely phenomenological basis, by intro
ducing into the theory parameters of the form factor type 
that do not have an exact meaning associated with a model 
and satisfy more general requirements with regard to a 

rigorous approach? Such a method was developed by Kim and 
Primakoff. They treated the complex nucle: in muon captu~e 
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theory as "elem:mtary" particles/4/, We shall consider be

low both method5 as applied to 8
He 

M C 
0 8 uon apture .1n He 

Except fc r a very small component of isospin T .. a;2 

in the 
3

He wa\e function, the initial and final state 
wave function ace identical and there are 10 possible com-
ponents. The antisymmetric 2

S state and the P states are 
not thought to be present to any appreciable extent . The
refore only fiv'~ components remain: the predominating sym-

2 2 metrical s stc: te, the s state of mixed symmetry (s') and 

the three 4
D states. If one takes into account the term 

with T-a~ as well, there is a number of additional states. 
The most reliable information concerning the three

body wave function is obtained from the analysis of the 

elastic electrcn scattering form factors. 
The result of the analysis is the following:Z% ofs' 

6% of 'o and 0. 2~% T-3/2 states (Gibson/5/ state l with Ir
ving radial function are presented 1n the wave tunct1on. 
In calculating ~he axial matrix element in the beta decay 
of 8

H with this wave function one gets: 

- _1_ p , 1 p )
2 

3 8 +-a 8 ° 
(8) 

In expression (B) any Ta3/2 states are neglected and P
8 

,P 
8

, 

and Pfl are the probabilities of the states considered. 
From the neutror and triton ft 

( ft) 1 + g ~ I M 12 1228 z. 35 
D A J. 

1 + g~ 3 
1137 + 20 

1167 
1137 ± 20 

values 

for the casex/ 

for the casexx/ 

x/A.N.Sosnowsky et a1. Nuc1.Phys., lQ, 595 (1959). 

xx/C.J.Cnristensen et al. Phys. Lett., 26B, 11 (1967). 
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it is seen that 

3,3 ± 0,2 

3 • 

for the casex/ 
xx/ for the case . 

In any case IMAI
2 

theor _<3; for the Gibson s :ate IM Al:heor .. 2.59, 

The conclusion which may be drawn is that ~~xchange effects 

are important in the 8
H-

8 
He system. 

Let us turn to the muon capture now. Detailed analy
sis of the muon capture rate shows that 6%1 o mixture lo
wers the rate by 120 sec-land 2% s' mixture by another 
So sec-1 as compared with the pure s state wave functi -

on/~,9/. The result of the capture rate c1lculation with 

the Gibson state with Irving -wave function is shown in 
Flg.2. In the same Fig. is shown also the ·esult when axi
al matrix element in muon capture is corrEcted on the ex
change effects by means of the relation 

l (u 1
2 

I J a
-+ 

1
2 /.1. , unoorr. 

"' ( 3,3 ± 0,2 ) ----'----
1 fa-+ I /.1., oorr 

{3. uno orr 

It is seen, that both in beta decay and _n muon capture 
exchange effects are important and a calculations, in 
which they are ignored, are very likely tc' be incorrect . 

From the comparison of the theoretical and experimen
tal values of the capture rate (1460 ::;A.,xp :5:1.30 l one can ob
tain the following relation for induced p~ eudoscalar sp/sA= 

0:!:3 (without exchange currents) and 6 ::;_ sp/1: A~ 32 (with ex-
-49 3 change currents); g .. 1,403. 10 erg. em 

iclf:~~~S;~no~sky et al. Nucl. Phys., l:.Q_, 595 (1959). 

xx/C.J.Christensen et al. Phys. Lett., 26B, 11(1967) 
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Thus even _n such a simple case as the muon capture in 
three nucleon system we meet difficulties, when we try to 
obtain the precise value of the coupling constants. 

Let us tu~n to the second method. We shall take as 
the starting point the general form (1 ) of the matrix ele
ment describing the process 

- 3 3 
p. + He -o H + 11 • 

From the CVC h:'pothes is it follows 
2 

3
He 

3 
H 

Fv('l ) "'Fl (q2)- F, (q2) 

(9) 

( q 2 ) •. 

where Fv(o) .. I and FM (Ol =- 5.44 /2M • In order to establish 
such a relatiouship, we do not require either model functi
ons or any oth~r hypotneses such as the impulse approxima
tion. However, the situation is more complicated in cal
culating the a:cial form factor. PCAC and one pion pole do
minance hypoth~sis yields 

2 
-FA (q (10) 

UFI yields FA(Ol = ±_ (1.21 -t,_O.Oll • After some assumptions on 
F ' 2

' have be:m made, it is possible to relate F (q
2 l A \q 1 A 

directly to the electron scattering data; however, this 
does not mean that the approach, is independent of a model

the assumptions themselves have to some extent the cha-
racter of model5. Under tpe assumptions 

F J. q 2
) FA ( q 2 ) m ~ + q 2 Fp ( ({l 

F M(Ol F A(O) m! FP(Ol (11) 

F P(O) ~- FA (0) 
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one can obtain now all form factors from experimental da
ta. Now the question is as to what is the accuracy of the
se relations. With the approach used it is not clear.Unfor
tunately most of the experimental data arc~ at present ava
ilable so no real test of the postulate could be made. Ne

vertheless the theoretical prediction /). = (1,51 + 0,04) 10
8 

sec-t 
/.1. -

1s 1n a very good agreement w1th the expe·~imental results. 

Thus, finishing the discussion of the muon capture in 
8

He 

one may conclude that experimental data 1re in agreement 

with the prediction of the theory. Howev~r, if one wants 
to know the coupling constants accurately, it is necessa
ry even in a such simple case to have mon~ detailed infor
mation on the structure of these nuclei. 

Muon Capture in 13c and 111 o 

The particular attention paid to 1.he reaction 

- 12 
f' + c ... 12 8 + 

a:r .st. v (12) 

is due to the fact that the transition rate is determined 

almost entirely by the Gamov-Teller cons:ant. Comparison 
of the capture rate with that of the re,·erse beta tran

sition is interesting from the point of view of compar
ing the axial constant in muon capture and beta decay. 

Flamand and FordflO/ have calculated directly the 
rate of beta decay A f3 and of muon captt re A f' by means 

of the intermediate coupling shell model. With a model 
having the optimum parameters, A/3 is in good agreement 

with experiment, while Af'- 7300 sec- 1 • One can avoid 
cumbersome calculations in the intermediate coupling sche
me, using calculations in the j-j scheme and ~ho ovueri-

mental value of A f3 : 
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<A{3 l A ,. (A ) - exp 

IL IL l-J <A.fJl 
j-J 

(13) 

The result by Cillet and Jenkins/ll/ is given in Fig.3 
which shows A, a!; a function of g /g and the experimental 

r P A 

value of 6750 ::5°~ sec-1 measured by Maier et al./12/. 

Kim and Prinakof£14/ give the value 

\ • (6,6 + 1,0) 10
3 

sec -
1 

IL -

Further attempt ct a phenomenological approach in the reac

tion (12) was mace by Foldy and Walecka/1 3/. Basing on the 
impulse approximction, they calculated the muon capture ra-
te by extracting the main matrix element from experimental 
data on electron scattering and beta decay. Model wave fun
ctions were used directly only when calculating certain se
condary terms in nuclear matrix elements. Fig.4 shows the 
final result of this calculation. From the comparison it 
follows that 

f3 + O,OT 

' IL I g - 1,04 - 0,10 • A A 
(14) 

This result (whi:h hardly differs from those obtained by 

/10,11,14/and otters) does not contradict the theoretical 
values of the co:tstants. 

The reactio 1 

18 16 
11 + 0 .. N + v (15) 

with excitation of the bound levels of 16
N(0-,1- and 2- l is of 

considerable int<!rest. Unfortunately, the experimental re
sults obtained by different laboratories for the capture 

rates to these levels differ noticeably. The main reason 
for the investigction of this reaction is the fact that the 
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study of partial transitions to 16
N bound states enables one 

to select effects produced by various terms of the weak 
interaction Hamiltonian. Muon capture rates in

18
0 have 

been calculated by many authors. The res1lts are the fol
lowing. If the velocity terms in Hamil to:1ian are included 
the ratio A<o-l/AO-l is in agreement with the experimental 
data obtained by Columbia group, virtually irrespective of 
the choice of model parameters/lSI. The eKplanation of the 
Berkeley group data requi~es negative rather than positive 
values of g PIg A (Fig. 5 ) • The absolute values of the 
capture rates are presented in Table 3. A~ seen the descre

pancy between theory and experiment, exceft the Rho's/ 161 
method, is too high. The Rho's result ba:;ed on the Migdal 
quasiparticle method agrees with the exp•~riment. However, 
this problem can be hardly regarded to b•~ solved. Indeed, 
the method used by Rho also allows the tc,tal capture rate 
to be calculated. In this case the agreenent is satisfac
tory. But it is known that the calculat~d cross section 
of the dipole photoabsorption in 16 o closely related to 
the muon capture, exhausts the dipole sum rule below 30MeV 
contradicting the experimental observatic'n. The Rho's me
thod does not improve the situation. 1herefore before 
making any conclusion about coupling constants from data 
on 16

0 an additional investigation of thLs problem is re

quired. 
Let us come to some conclusions. The partial transi

tions give some additional information on muon-nucleon 
coupling constants. But, unfortunately, the accuracy of 
the calculation using model wave functions does not allow 
accurate quantitative values to be obtainei. As to the phe
nomenological approach, there are also difficulties, due 
to the fact that not all relations used can be checked ex
perimentally. 
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At the samE time it would be very important to inves

tigate other ch~racteristics of the muon capture reaction, 
for example angular distribution of recoil nuclei, <y. v l 

correlation and so on. Such experiments are attractive be

cause the inter1retation of them is sometimes simpler from 

the theoretical point of view. 

Concluding the discu~sion of partial transitions let 

us pass to another group of problems, namely to the inves

tigation of th£ processes concerning neutron emission. 

Asymm•?try of Neutrons from Muon. Capture. 

11echanism of Neutron EmLssion. 

The first 1eutron emission experiments were aimed at 

verifying the assumption of non-conservation of parity in 

weak interactio1; a direct consequence of parity non-con

servation is th~ asymmetry of the angular distribution of 

the neutrons in polarized muon capture. The general expres

sion for the ne1tron angular distribution relative to the 

muon polarizatiJn vector has the form 

w ( 9) .. 1 + PI' a cos (} "' 1 +A cos (} (16) 

where P~ is the residual polarization of the muon in the 

K-orbi t and a is the asymmetry coefficient. 

In the expuriments it is always the integral asymmetry 

with respect to the neutron spectrum S(Enl which is measu

red. This corn,sponds to recording all neutrons with an 

energy greater than a given value E min 

E E 
max max 

a•f a(E)S(E)dE/ f S(E)dE. (17) 
Emln Emln 
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The function a contains the weak interaction constants 
and all information concerning the neutro11 emission mecha~ 
nism. After the nuclear matrix elements have been calcula
ted, it is natural that an attempt shouli be made to use 
the asymmetry data to determine the constants of the ef
fective Hamiltonian. 

In a number of works/17 ' 18 /, the fHnction a (E) has 
been calculated under the assumption of 1 direct neutron 
emission mechanism in muon capture. As is seen from the com

parison with experimental data /191 (Fig.6) direct emissi
on theory can not explain the measured value of neutron 

asymmetry. In the last experiment one obtained /20/ a po
sitive asymmetry in~~Ca rather than a negative one (Fig.?). 
but this fact does not saves the situation Within the fra
mework of the direct mechanism it is difficult, not to say 

impossible, to explain either the positiv~ asymmetry or a 
large negative one. In order to explain 1:he fact neutron 
asymmetry one must apparently go beyond tht! accepted ideas 
of direct mechanism. 

The neutrons of the direct mechanism constitute only 
a small part of the total number of neutrons formed in mu
on capture; most of the neutrons are the results of the 

decay of the compound nucleus and in acccrdance with the 
traditional criteria of reactions invol vi:1g compound nuc
leus, they must be concentrated in the s~ft part of the 
energy spectrum. A procedure including bo:h the statisti
cal and direct mechanisms when calculating the spectrum 
of neutrons in muon capture has been described in detail 
hv Luhkin /Zl/. 

The mechanism of direct neutron emission in muon cap-

ture is analogous to the well~known photoeffect mechanism, 
where the proton interacts with one of the protons or 
neutrons in the nucleus, transmits its e:1ergy to it and 
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transfers it directly into a continium. The direct photo
effect idea was c,riginally put forward as an alternative 
to the mechanism of collective excitation (and subsequent 

statistical deca1) of a nucleus in gamma absorption. The 
aim is to explaiit the large proportion of fast particles 
in the photoproto1 spectrum. It was found subsequently that 

the direct photoeffect theory gives photoabsorption proba
b:tli ty values that are much lower than those found expe
rimentally. The tse of the optical model to construct the 
wave functions of a nucleon in the final sates did not 
remove this shortcoming. 

An important co1trfbutlon to the over-all picture of nuc
lear photodisinte~ration is made bycorrelations between the 
nucleons in the nucleus which are neglected particularly 

in the direct photoeffect theory. They involve the coherent 
excitation of varLous degrees of freedom of the nucleus cor
responding to irdividual particle-hole configurations; 

there arises a collective excited state of the nucleus (the 
giant resonance) which can decay along several channels. 

Fundamentally, photodisintegration and muon capture 
are closely related problems. In both cases one is dealing 
with the disinte1:ration of a nucleus by an external field, 
the effect of which can be calculated by means of perturba

tion theory. In Jtractice, the problem is to construct the 
wave functions of the nucleus in its final state. 

The theory Jf collective nuclear excitation in muon 
capture is compl~tely analogous to the photoeffect theo
ry /15/, 

The quantitatLve estimates of the resonance mechanism 

of neutron emissiJn in muon capture were performed in/15,25/ 
Figures 8 ar.d 9 show the theoretical neutron spectrum 

in muon capture lv 16 0 . Even when the cut-off energies of 
the recorded neutron spectrum are very high (above 5-7 MeV), 
the resonance mechanism of neutron emission is predominant. 
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The problems of calculating the spec~ra are associa
ted with the question of describing the continuous spectrum 
of a system of nucleons. We have mentionel two approaches 
underlying the problem: the approach basel on the optical 

model and on the assumption of a direct mechanism; and 
the many particle approach, which takes i1to account only 
resonance processes. These two approaches reflect two si
des of the muon -capture phenomenon. 

The authors of paper/ 22 1 have developed an approxima
te version of the unified theory of nuclear reactions with 
which it is possible to take into accoun1 simultaneously 
both the direct and the resonance processEs in nuclear re
actions. Fig.lO shows the spectrum of neutrons in the re-

action 16 o (p. ,v nl 
15 

N • The resonance structure of the 
spectrum which usually results from the a3sumption of re
sonance excitation in muon capture, is a natural conse

quence of the mutual coupling of differEnt channels and 
the collectivization of nuclear excitations in the conti
nuum. 

A profound analogy between the rescnance mechanism 
of nuclear excitation in muon capture and the photoabsorp
tion giant resonance has been demonstra:ed particularly 

well by Foldy and Walecka/ 23 ~ who have d·~termined the 
quantitative relationship between the probabilities of 

these two processes. 
The energy spectrum of neutrons emit1ed following the 

capture of negative muons in 4° Ca has been measured bet
ween 7.7 and 52.5 MeV in CYrnegie/24;. (F:g.JO). The spec
trum was found to decrease exponentially with energy. All 
giant resonance peaks with significant arrplitudes lie be
low the lowest threshold in experiment a1d it is natural 
that spectrum does not exhibit peaks. 
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The measured spectrum exceeds the direct spectrum pre

dicted by Lubkin /21/ using a modified Fermi-gas model in 
magnitude and, above 7. 7 Mc;W exceeds the direct spectrum 

magnitudes predicted using the single-particle shell model 
'24/ by about a factor of 30 1 • This suggests that these 

models are not adequate for calculations of the spectrum 

and it is necesscry to take into account other possibili
ties such as capture on the clusters and so on. So the 

nroblem is comnletelv onen. 
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Table 1 

The weak intera<tion constants from the beta-decay experiments 

~= (1.3986 t0.0024) • 10-49 erg.cm3 

~= (1.4013 t0.0022) • 10-49 erg.cm3 

X 

XX 

=== ======== ===== == = ========================-=========== ================ 
Experiments gAf~ 

=== ===== == = === === ===== ==c========= ::::;:::::::::::::::: ==== ======================: 

e-v correlation in th1 

beta-decay of free neu1ron 1 

electron asymmetry in c ecay 

of polarized neutron 2 

Sosnovsky + ft (14o) 3 

Christensen + ft (14o) 4 

x)H.Behrens, w.Buhring. Nucl.Phys.,Alo6, 433 (1968) 

-1.22 :t o.o8 

-1.18 t0.02 

-1.23 tO.Ol 

·---------

xx) ( R.J .Blin-5toyle, s.< .K.Nair. Nucl.Phys., ~' 640 1967) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

B.K.rpHropbeB, H ~p. RP,~, 329 (1967) 

M.T.Burgy et al. Php.Rev.,120, 1829 (1960) 

a.I.Sodnovsky et al. Nucl.Phys.,lO, 395 (1959) 

C.J .Christensen. Ph,] s.Lett., 25B, 11 (1967) 
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Table 2 

Allowed values of ~gA for various values of gA /~ from muon 

capture on hydrogen 

======== == === =::== ================================ ==================== 
-gA(~ gp/gA 

====== ==== ====- ==.= =============================== =================== 

1.18 

1.21 

1.2J 

1.25 

5.4 

7.0 

7.8 

8.8 

11.4 

12.4 

1J.2 

14.0 
====== == === === ==== ===== === =============== ======= == == ==== =============== 

Table J 

Transition rates to 
16

N bound states after muon oaptur" in 160 

!.Intermediate coupling shell model 11 

2.RPA ll 

J.Migdal's model 16 

---------t---------
2 J 

0 J.Ol J.lO 2.12 

8 1.68 1.76 1.21 

16 0.7J5 0.795 0.548 

x) 1.6 :t 0.2 

xx) 1.1 ±. 0.2 

xxx) 0.7 ±. 0.15 

----- ----------------
x) Berkeley 

xx) Columbia 

xxx) Louvain 

1 2 J 1 2 J 

--------------------
2.5J 2.J6 1.94 2 ).0 17.6 7.87 

L6.0 14.1 6.19 

LJ.7 12.0 5.28 

1.4 ±. 0.2 

1.88 ±. 0.10 6.J :t 0.7 

0.9 :!: 0.2 9.3 !. 0.8 
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fig. 2. Calculated/Sf 8
He muon capture rate f<•r various 
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0.25% Toi!/2; g /g •-1.18 ) • 
1 - no exchangi c;rrection; 
2 - including exchange correctioa. 
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Fig.S. 
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Transition rate ratio/lSI A<o-l/AO- l as a function 
of gP/ g A • 1. Elliott - Flowers function. 
2. i -j coupling with velocity terms. 3 .j-j coupling 
without velocity terms. 
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Fig.6. The 
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asymmetry coefficient in muon capture in 4
°Ca 

function of mean neutron energy/19/. 
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